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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes a new force directed global placement 
algorithm that exploits and extends techniques from two leading 
placers, Force-directed [12] [26] and Mongrel [22]. It combines 
the strengths of force directed global placement with Mongrel’s 
cell congestion removal to significantly improve the quality of 
placement during the difficult overlap removal stage of global 
placement. This is accomplished by using the spreading force in 
[12] to direct and control Mongrel’s ripple move optimization. 
This new placer is called Force Directed Mongrel (FD-Mongrel). 
FD-Mongrel also incorporates physical net constraints [26], and 
improves the congestion model for sparse placements. We 
propose a new placement flow that uses a limited number of the 
spreading iterations of [12] to form a preliminary global 
placement. We then use the new FD-Mongrel described in this 
paper to remove cell overlaps, while meeting net constraints and 
optimizing wirelength. We present results on wirelength as well 
as timing driven placement flows. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
B.7.2 [Hardware, Integrated Circuits, Design Aids]: placement 
and routing 

General Terms 
Algorithms, Design. 

Keywords 

Timing Driven Placement, Force Directed Placement, Net 
Constraints, Mongrel 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Automated cell placement has always been an important step in 
the fast and efficient design of VLSI circuits. Cell placement has 
a big impact on the key design parameters – wirelength, 
performance and routability of the design. With ongoing advances 
in the semiconductor process, circuit performance is becoming 
more dependent on the wire delays since wire delays do not 
reduce as rapidly as gate delays [4] [17]. Thus, there is a greater 
need to design efficient timing-driven placement algorithms for 
high speed interconnect dominated designs. Furthermore, the 
scaling down of semiconductor process allows larger designs and  

 

the importance of the placement step grows with design size [25]. 

Automated cell placement has been the subject of much research 
[1][2][7-12][14-16][19-26]. One of the most powerful techniques 
for cell placement is the force-directed method for global 
placement by Eisenmann [12], called Kraftwerk. Kraftwerk uses 
forces derived from the cell congestion to remove cell overlaps 
during placement. The main advantage of the force-directed 
method is that it is an iterative approach that models the 
wirelength, cell congestion and timing in the same mathematical 
formulation. This allows smooth and simultaneous optimization 
of design in terms of these three parameters. Wire length and cell 
congestion are modeled as forces, while timing is modeled as 
higher net weights on timing-critical nets [12]. The forces for 
wirelength and cell congestion should be precisely weighted to 
result in an optimized design with little or no congestion. The 
weight on the spreading force which models cell congestion is 
initially small compared to the wirelength force, but is increased 
with every iteration to spread out the cells. 

Timing driven Kraftwerk has been recently improved by a more 
precise modeling of timing in KraftwerkNC [26]. KraftwerkNC 
models timing in terms of net constraints. A net constraint is an 
upper bound on the half-perimeter of the smallest rectangle that 
encloses all the nets’ connections. Net constraints are set on the 
critical nets by analyzing the timing of the design. KraftwerkNC 
generates good global placements with optimized wirelength and 
timing, but it does have a few drawbacks. KraftwerkNC is very 
sensitive to the rate of increase of weight on the spreading force. 
If the weight on spreading force is increased rapidly, then the 
placement converges faster at the expense of wire length and 
timing. Therefore, the weight on spreading forces is increased 
slowly with every iteration. After the initial spreading of 
KraftwerkNC, there is little cell movement due to the equilibrium 
between the weight on spreading force and the wirelength force, 
even though there is localized congestion across the design. 
KraftwerkNC will ultimately remove most of the congestion by 
increasing the contribution of the spreading force at the potential 
cost of wirelength, timing and long runtimes. Also, the modeling 
of spreading forces on the cells on the boundary of the design is 
not accurate, which might lead to congestion on the boundary. 
The mathematical formulation in KraftwerkNC represents a net as 
a clique, which is a collection of edges connecting every cell pair 
in the net. Thus, the net length is not modeled accurately in terms 
of the half-perimeter of the bounding box of all cells connected to 
the net. This deficiency has more impact during the later 
Kraftwerk iterations. 

Mongrel [22], in contrast, is a set of hybrid techniques for cell 
placement. It starts by assigning cells to global bins in a grid 
imposed over the placement area. It then extracts a sub-circuit 
from the circuit, assigns new positions to the cells in the sub-
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circuit regardless of overlaps and then removes the overlaps using 
a novel scheme based on ripple moves. The ripple move takes 
cells from the most congested bin to the least utilized bin along 
the monotone path that results in the lowest wirelength. Mongrel 
then uses optimal interleaving, as a detailed placement step, to 
improve the linear ordering of cells in each row. Strengths of 
Mongrel are the efficient techniques of ripple moves to remove 
overlaps and optimal interleaving within each row, and the 
accurate modeling of the net length as the half-perimeter of the 
net’s bounding box. 

2. MOTIVATION 
The key strengths in Mongrel precisely complement the drawback 
of resolving fine-grained congestion in the later stages of 
KraftwerkNC. Local congestion can be efficiently removed by the 
Mongrel technique based on ripple moves. Modeling of the half 
perimeter bounding box of a net is more accurate in Mongrel, 
compared to Kraftwerk, which would result in improved final 
wirelength of the placed design. We propose a placement 
approach based on timing-driven KraftwerkNC (based on net 
constraints) followed by improvement techniques from Mongrel. 
The idea is to use Kraftwerk to generate a global placement that 
has only some fine-grained congestion and then use new 
techniques motivated by Mongrel to resolve the fine-grained 
overlaps with minimum perturbation of cells and minimum 
impact on wirelength and timing. 

There are two key problems with the placements generated by 
KraftwerkNC followed by Mongrel (with no modifications to 
Mongrel). First, running Mongrel on KraftwerkNC-generated 
placements would result in significant perturbation of the 
KraftwerkNC placement, because Kraftwerk and Mongrel use 
different schemes to resolve congestion. We propose a force-
directed approach to Mongrel, called FD-Mongrel, that 
determines the forces based on cell congestion (like Kraftwerk) 
and uses these spreading forces to direct the ripple-movement for 
removing congestion. We modify this technique to flexibly 
choose the target bin in order to minimize the cell perturbation. 
Secondly, running Mongrel after KraftwerkNC would degrade the 
timing because Mongrel ignores net constraints. We extend FD-
Mongrel to meet the net constraints, so that it obeys the same net 
constraints as KrafwerkNC resulting in improved final timing. 

We propose a force-directed Mongrel approach that uses two key 
ideas from timing-driven KraftwerkNC – spreading forces for 
resolving congestion and net constraints to meet timing. Since 
KraftwerkNC and FD-Mongrel are both based on spreading forces 
and net constraints, our approach of KraftwerkNC followed by 
FD-Mongrel would result in legalized placements with optimized 
wirelength and timing. 

3. OVERVIEW OF KRAFTWERK 
Kraftwerk models the circuit as a graph with cells as vertices and 
nets as sets of edges. A net connecting k cells is modeled as a 
clique of size k. In the quadratic placement problem, the cost of a 
net is the sum of the cost of all its edges, where the cost of an 
edge is modeled as the squared distance between the two vertices 
(cells) of the edge. The overall objective function is to minimize 
the sum of the cost of all nets. In matrix notation, the objective 
function is given below in terms of a 2n-dimensional placement 
vector p, where n is the number of vertices. 
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Here, the x and y locations of vertex i are denoted by xi and yi, 
respectively. The cost of an edge between two movable cells i and 
j is given by (xi-xj)2 = xi

2 –2.xi.xj + xj
2. The quadratic objective 

function is optimized by solving the following system of linear 
equations. 

0. =+ dpC  

Kraftwerk modifies the above formulation by including an 
additional force vector e  that is derived from the cell density 
distribution in the placement area. The force vector e is used to 
remove cell overlaps by moving cells from areas of high cell 
density to areas of low cell density. 

 

0. =++ edpC  

During early spreading iterations, the weight given to spreading 
forces is relatively small as compared to wirelength. The forces 
computed during early iterations are very useful, as they provide a 
global picture of how the design should spread to achieve  general 
overlap removal. However, as the iterations proceed, the weights 
on spreading forces grow to converge the solution and to avoid 
oscillations. The drawback of having stronger spreading forces 
during later iterations is that the objective of wirelength 
minimization is compromised.  

4. OVERVIEW OF MONGREL 
Mongrel is a collection of optimization techniques, which 
includes Relaxation Based Local Search (RBLS), FM partitioning 
and optimal interleaving.  It is divided into two phases: global 
placement and detailed placement.  In global placement phase, the 
layout area is divided into grids.  Each grid has the height of one 
row site and the width such that it can accommodate a few 
standard cells.  In each iteration of RBLS, a random sub circuit is 
extracted and solved for its optimal placement.  A legalized 
placement is maintained in RBLS through ripple movement of 
cells from the most over-congested bin to the least congested bin.  
In the final part of each RBLS iteration, FM partitioning is 
applied on adjacent bins.  In the detailed placement stage, optimal 
interleaving is applied to further improve the wire length 

5. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The problem of refining a global placement falls in the class of 
detail placement and legalization. Given a netlist, an initial global 
placement and a fixed placement area, the goal is to generate a 
legalized placement. Sub-goals of detail placement are to meet net 
constraints on critical nets, minimize the total wire length and 
perturb the initial placement as little as possible.  

6. PROPOSED APPROACH 
6.1 Notation 
 
The following notation is used in the algorithm description: 
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Br,c : bin (r, c) in the fine grid indexed by row and column.  
d(S) : density of bin S,  i.e., sum of cell area assigned to S divided 
by the capacity of S, 

Dth:  density threshold target. The goal of the FD-Mongrel is to 
have the density of every bin less than Dth 

6.2 Force Creation 
For the force at any point in the layout area, we adopt the four 
requirements for the additional forces in [12].  They are restated 
here for reference purposes: 
 

1. The force on any cell depends only on the 
coordinates of that cell. 

2. Regions with higher density are the sources of the 
forces and region with lower density are the sinks. 

3. The forces do not form circles. 
4. The force should be zero in infinity. 

The mathematical formulation can be found in [12].  The force at 
any point as derived in [12] is: 
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As it will be discussed in the next section, we use a coarse force 
grid in FD-Mongrel.  The force vector is computed at the center 
of each coarse grid bin.  

6.3 Description of FD-Mongrel 

The goal of FD-Mongrel is to direct the powerful optimization 
global search method from Mongrel with the force concept from 
Kraftwerk. In order to combine these two approaches, a coarse 
force grid is created using the force method described in the 
previous section. A second fine grid, similar to the grid in the 
original Mongrel, is used in the ripple movement. Each bin of the 
force grid corresponds to several bins of the fine grid. The coarse 
grid is used to direct and control optimizations on the fine grid. 
Similar to Kraftwerk, FD-Mongrel uses an iterative force 
approach. In each iteration, the forces are updated based on the 

current cell congestion. Each bin in the force grid is assigned a 
force vector based on the force at the center of the bin. 

In resolve-congestion the force bins that exceed Dth are sorted 
according to their density. Of the unlocked bins, the algorithm 
selects the most congested bin, Sforce, for overlap removal. To 

avoid infinite loops, once a source bin is considered, it is locked 
for the remainder of the call to resolve-congestion. Based on the 
force direction at Sforce, an adjacent bin, Tforce is selected. Given, 
Sforce = br,c , Tforce is determined based on the direction of the force 
vector among 8 neighbor bins, br+1,c, br+1,c+1, br,c+1, br-1,c+1, br-1,c, br-

1,c-1, br,c-1, and br+1,c-1. For example, if there is an upper right force 
at bin br,c, then Tforce will be br-1,c+1 (In Mongrel, b0,0 is the 
upperleft most bin). The choice of Tforce is limited to an adjacent 
bin to limit the maximum ripple move distance. In each FD-
Mongrel iteration, cells can move only to a neighboring bin on the 
force grid. Since there can be a sharp density gradient between 
Sforce and Tforce, the number of cells that can move from Sforce to 
Tforce is limited to 10% of the cells in Sforce in step 9 of resolve-
congestion. Step 9 also ensures that movement from Sforce to Tforce 
stops when d(Sforce)≤Dth and that Tforce does not become more 
dense than Sforce. Together, these limits on cell movement within 
each  iteration of FD-Mongrel reduce the inaccuracy of the force 
information and provide an incremental smooth spreading. 

In the original Mongrel, cells are forced to move from the most 
congested fine bin to the least congested fine bin. These bins are 
often very far apart from each other. Since the fine bins are 
extremely small, with on average only 2-3 cells, the congestion 
gradient does not generally follow the path picked by the original 
Mongrel. Hence, the perturbation from the original placement can 
be significant.  This spreading is not smooth as the monotone 
paths may cross each other depending on which source and 
destination bins are chosen. If the input global placement is 
already obtained considering timing critical nets, the perturbation 
can severely degrade the timing. 

1.   procedure FD-Mongrel 
2.   input: global placement P, density threshold value Dth 
3.   output: new global placement P’ 
4.   begin 
5.       while (there is a bin B such that d(B) > Dth w.r.t. P) { 
6.           Determine force for each bin in the coarse grid 
7.           P ← resolve-congestion(P, Dth) 
8.       } 
9.       for (each bin S that has an over-congested fine bin) { 
10.         move-cells(S, S)   // move cells within the bin S 
11.     } 
12.     return new placement 
13. end 

1.   procedure resolve-congestion (P, Dth) 
2.   input: global placement P, density threshold value Dth 
3.   output: new global placement P’ 
4.   begin 
5.       Unlock every bin B in the force grid 
6.       while (there is a bin B such that d(B) > D th and  
                      B is unlocked) { 
7.                Sforce ← the most congested bin  (source) among 
unlocked bins 
8.           Tforce ← target (neighbor) bin based on the force 
vector of Sforce 
9.           while (d(Sforce) > d(Tforce) && d(Sforce)>Dth ) { 
10.             move-cells(Sforce, Tforce)   // move some cells 
from source to target bin 
11.         } 
12.         Lock the source bin Sforce 
13.     } 
14.     return new placement 
15. end 
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The move-cells procedure performs the ripple move along the 
maximum gain monotone path. As with Mongrel, move-cells uses 
a fine grid. The large number of cells in each coarse grid bin 
makes it unsuitable for Mongrel’s ripple move method. Also, 
without the fine grid, more legalization work would be required at 
the end of FD-Mongrel. move-cells selects the most congested 
fine bin within Sforce. This bin is called Sfine. Similarly, the least 
congested bin in Tforce is selected. This bin is called Tfine. 

The monotone path from Sfine to Tfine is computed by construct-
gain-graph [22] with some enhancements. Since the goal in FD-
Mongrel is to achieve a legal placement with minimum 
perturbation of the original placement, the ripple-move operation 

from Sfine to Tfine is modified. While ripple-moving a cell from 
Sfine to Tfine along the max-gain path, the rippling process stops if 
any fine bin’s density (after a cell moves into it) is less than the 
threshold value Dth. Stopping as early as possible in the middle of 
rippling process significantly reduces perturbation of the original 
placement and reduces the total wire length since it does not 
artificially enforce an even cell spreading.  

In step 9 of move-cells, we pick the cell with maximum gain from 
the source bin Borigin to move to the target bin Bend. If the cell with 
maximum gain is attached to a net with net constraints and 
moving this cell would degrade the quality, the algorithm skips 
this cell and picks the next cell with maximum gain. By not 
degrading net constraints, FD-Mongrel ensures that the design’s 
timing does not deteriorate during global placement refinement. 

Each iteration of FD-Mongrel smoothly reduces over-congestion. 
Iterations repeat as long as there is a force bin, B, with d(B) > Dth. 
After FD-Mongrel iterations are completed, cells are well 
distributed with respect to the force grid. However, there may be 
some over-congested fine bins within a force bin. In steps 9 and 
10 of FD-Mongrel, any intra force bin over-congestion is removed 
using the idea of ripple-move along the max-gain path within the 
same force bin. 

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
We have implemented FD-Mongrel algorithm in C++ on LINUX. 
Instead of using MCNC benchmarks [27], we used circuits from a 
recent microprocessor, since the effect of net constraints on 
meeting timing is more accurately studied by using data from a 
recent manufacturing process using state of the art engines for 
parasitic estimation and timing analysis. For our experiments, we 
used a set of 6 circuits from a 1.5 GHz microprocessor designed 
on 0.18 micron process. The circuit sizes range from 3,374 to 
6,223 cells. We used a static timing analysis engine that 
accurately estimates the delay and transition times across the cells 
and nets of the circuit. The values of resistance and capacitance 
per unit length for the interconnect were obtained from the 0.18 
micron process. 

The circuits testcase1 through testcase6 are listed in Table 1 with 
number of cells and nets.  For every circuit, we set up two 
experiments: (a) KraftwerkNC for global placement as well as 
refinement, and (b) KraftwerkNC for global placement and FD-
Mongrel for refinement. Both global placements were legalized 
using the same end case placer. In our experiments, timing was 
analyzed every ten iterations of KraftwerkNC and refined net 
constraints were applied.  

Table 2 compares the final wirelength for the two runs. We got an 
average 7.88% improvement by using FD-Mongrel for global 
placement refinement. The reason for better wirelength is 
improved net modeling and more controlled final spreading in 
FD-Mongrel compared to KraftwerkNC.  

Table 3 compares the slack of the most critical path WNS (worst 
negative slack) in the final placements from the two runs. We got 
an average 14.2% improvement in WNS, which is attributed to 
meeting and improving net constraints in FD-Mongrel and better 
wire length modeling.  

Table 4 illustrates improvements in TNS. TNS is the sum of the 
slacks of all paths with negative margin. The TNS improvement 
from using FD-Mongrel is 21.25%. This can be attributed to 

1.   procedure move-cells (Sforce, Tforce) 
2.   input: source and destination bins Sforce, Tforce in the 
force grid 
3.   begin 

4.       Sfine ← fine bin with max density in Sforce 
5.       Tfine ← fine bin with min density in Tforce 
6.       G ← construct-gain-graph(Sfine, Tfine) 
7.       Since G is DAG apply topological sort to determine 
max-gain monotone path P 
8.       for (each edge E(Borigin, Bend) of P in order from Sfine 
to Tfine) { 
9.           C ← cell in Borigin with gain g(C) = g(Borigin) 
10.         move cell C from Borigin to Bend 
11.         if (d(Bend) < Dth) break 
12.     } 
13. end 

1.   procedure construct-gain-graph (S, T) 
2.   input: source and destination bins S, T in the fine grid 
3.   output: gain graph G as DAG 
4.   begin 

5.       G ← Ø 
6.       // bins in bounding box of S, T are nodes 
7.       for (each fine bin B between S and T) { 
8.           add node B to gain graph G 
9.           for (each candidate cell C in bin B) { 
10.             gain g(C, X/Y) ← wire-length reduction, when 
C moves towards T along X/Y 
11.         } 
12.         gain g(B, X/Y) ← MAX(g(C,X/Y) | all C in B) 
13.     //bin B has at most 2 neighboring bins in X/Y 
direction towards T 
14.         add edge to gain graph G as an out arc along X/Y 
with gain cost g(B, X/Y) 
15.     } 
16.     return G 
17. end 
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reduction in total wirelength as well as improved meeting of net 
constraints by FD-Mongrel. 

As shown in Table 5, we found that KraftwerkNC followed by 
FD-Mongrel improved the runtime by 24% on average. This is to 
be expected since KraftwerkNC spends a lot of time in resolving 
cell congestion in the final stages. FD-Mongrel achieves the same  
effect in  a more efficient manner.  

 

 
Design KraftwerkNC KraftwerkNC,  

 FD-Mongrel 
% 

Improvement 

testcase1 850144 752203 11.52% 
testcase2 841097 791976 5.84% 
testcase3 666798 653781 1.95% 
testcase4 593115 508404 14.28% 
testcase5 423055 394214 6.82% 
testcase6 527916 491762 6.85% 

Average   7.88% 

Design KraftwerkNC KraftwerkNC,  
 FD-Mongrel 

% 
Improvement 

testcase1 -0.255 -0.193 24.31% 
testcase2 -0.165 -0.144 12.73% 
testcase3 -0.267 -0.26 2.62% 
testcase4 -1.434 -1.405 2.02% 
testcase5 -0.314 -0.246 21.66% 
testcase6 -0.119 -0.093 21.85% 

Average   14.20% 
 

Design KraftwerkNC KraftwerkNC,  
 FD-Mongrel 

% 
Improvement 

testcase1 -36.546 -27.652 24.34% 
testcase2 -16.453 -12.574 23.58% 
testcase3 -71.939 -62.859 12.62% 
testcase4 -101.981 -80.643 20.92% 
testcase5 -28.224 -24.755 12.29% 
testcase6 -6.982 -4.626 33.74% 

Average    21.25 
 

 

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
We have presented a new placement approach, FD-Mongrel that 
improves on the techniques in Mongrel and KraftwerkNC. We 
propose a force-directed placement flow based on global 
placement by KraftwerkNC and refinement by FD-Mongrel. Our 
results show good improvements in important metrics measuring 
placement quality. Further work includes improved modeling of 
net constraints and researching FD-Mongrel’s application for 
ECO placement after design changes such as buffering, 
resynthesis and sizing.  
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